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INTIMUCTION

Any reading curriculum should be based on an explicit model of the

reading process. Since reading i both a language and a cognitive process,

one would expect to find references in the literatures of linguistics and

of psychology. These more theoretical areas should provide at least the

framework of the reading model; it is the responsibility of education to

apply and test the model.

Linguistics

Linguistics is the descriptive study of language. The linguist looks

at the spoken language as a system, independent of individual speakers. He

is more concerned with the form of language than with its content; in describ-

ing the system he 41.,Ics only whether it is comprehended, not how.

Most people in and out of the field of linguistics credit Noam Chomsky

with changing the frontiL:. of linguistics more than any other person in the

last Iwo decades. Chomaky fts forth the idea that every speaker uses a

generative grammar that ".. -tempts to account for what the speaker actually

knows, not what he May repo, about his knowledge" (6:3). The main ingredient

of his theory is the "ideal speaker-listener" (6:8). In other words, the

linguist has as a main in,_test the study of tire, oral language rather than

that of the written language.

Although no more or less theoretical than other fields of study, linguis-

tics does not lend itself readily to practical application in the reading

and/or language art5 classroom. Moreover, most linguists just are simply not

concerned with application. They prefer to leave that to others. For example:

some linguists, such as Koutsoudas, consider linguistics to be more'akin to

scientific philosophy and logic than to behavioral science. The behavior (even

the speech) of the ideal speaker-hearer is thought to be of limited interest

(7,17).

In modern linguistics, virtually the only group concerned with written

language is the diachronic or comparative linguists, and they are concerned

only insofar as their dead language manuscripts and documents reflect how

languages were once spoken. This branch of the linguistic discipline offers

explanations to the student or teacher who is mystified by the vagaries of

English spelling--e.g. how it is that the words what, rough, and knee Came to

he pronounced /watt, iraff, and iniyi -- but it is not much help in developing

a'model of the reading process. Linguistics supplies only some vocabulary.

111.10.1,
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Psychology

The psychologist relates language to thOught. He is concerned with how
language relates to certain types of behavior; how it relates to learning;

, and how it is learned from a developmental standpoint.

Psychology classifies all language behavior as cognitive and/or strictly

human. Only a tew dogged behaviorists persist in trying to describe language

use and language learning in Skinnerian terms, that is, a straight stimulus-

response framework (26). Psycholinguistic research actually began as a

response to the failure of the behavioral models. Tagmemics and commUnication
theories were all tried initially (22) but all to little avail until 'George

Miller "discovered" Noam Chomsky and transformational grammar (20, 21).

In 1962 it seemed that the answers to the psychologists` questions were

at hand. This was premature and, in retrospect, naive. 'First of atll, it
took the psychologists half a decade to realize that they were not asking the

same.questions as the linguists were. (The linguists in the meanwIlilec had

changed their questions and stoped speaking to the psychologists.) While

the psychologists geared all Lheir research to the perception/comprehension
of language; the linguistic model was one of production/generation. Also,

psyChological studies often required their subjects to read and write; the
linguistic model was strictly oral. This raises two central questions,

particularly for one who would develop a model of reading:

1. is there a relationship between the cognitive processes
employed In producing language (talking, 'writing) and
in perceiving it (reading, listening)?

2. What is the relationship between oral and graphic
language - is the latter superimposed on the former
or independent of it?

The diagram shown here depicts the comparisons that must be made to satis-

factorily answer these questions. Each square represents a language modality
that should be described and compared to the others. Most of the work to date

has been in the areas of A and Co But these are new questions and, even among

those who recognize their validity and importance, relatively little research

is being done..

Language Form

Oral Graphic

Generation

Perception
10,01110111.41,

A
441=1Penm

C

Il

It is difficult to operationalize these issue!;; one rapidly finds himself in

a tangle of neurology, physics and philosophy. The book IaxataztbEALABA
by Eve, edited by James Kavanagh and Ignatius Mattingly, Is the record of a

conference on thee queries and provides a summary of much recent research

relevant to them.

The question of the relationship of spoken and written language is

addressed directly dud indirectly by those attending the conference. Lotz
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(I4: i23) statcA that reading and writing are analagous to and parallel with
listening and speaking. It is this view that John Carroll advocates when he
suggests that all literate people have graphic as well as phonemic cognitive

referents. This :Assertion seems especially reasonable in the contest of
ideographic writing systems and Samuel Martin's paper provides some interest-
ing examples of lite'rate and semi-literate punning in Chinese and Japanese,
But Carroll maintains that a skilled reader in an alphabetic system must
respond to entire words/graphic representaticns and even larger units, too.
As, evidence that reading does more than graph sound to letters, he offers
phonologically ambiguous sentences - e.g. "the sons raise meat." and "the
sun's rays meet." He asserts that there is no ambiguity experienced in
reading either of them.

With regard to the independence of the oral aid graphic language modalities,
Conrad points out that congenitally deaf and dumb children can learn to read
without phonological coding. He concludes, however, that while "...reading is
almost certainly possible with no phonology involved at all...(that)...with
phonol(wy it is a great deal easier," for the child to learn to read (14:217).
From this it can be concluded that the graphic and oral modalities interact.
Reading isvindependent of spoken language only insofar as abstract language

systems (grammars) are. To attempt to deal with them separately is often

impractical.

Still, there are obvious physiological differences between reading and
listening at the receptor level. The eye processes discreet stimuli in the
form of words; the ear processes continuous ones in the form of the acoustic

stream. Cough's (14) suggestion that reading proceeds letter by letter is not
new; but as Brewer (14:359) points out, neither are the studies that refute
it. In the early 1900's Wundt established that whole words can be read almost

as quickly as lists of letters. Still, such serial models of visual perception
persist. The analysis-by-synthesis models of oral and written language per-
ception appeal to behavioral scientists because they are regular and specifiable.

However, they are also cumbersome and unrealistic. The fact that current
theory cannot explain how language competence could influence perception does
not alter the fact that competence does just that. These studies largely assume
that the brain must sift out physical differences in stimuli to arrive at
meaning (comprehension).

All agree that whatever is apprehended by the eye (or ear) ends up in
short term memory (STM, before going to The Place Where Sentences Co When They

Are Understood (TPWSGWTAU), And most concede that STM is most efficient with

phonological and/or underlying meaning data. The reader needs to hold on to

one or more words or ideas somewhere, while considering the related implications
of subsequent words or ideas, and as Conrad points out (14:237) "there is

abundant evidence that STM thrives on speechlike input;" he could as well

have said "language-like input." He cites research showing that children
abancjon picture coding and adopt word codes at about age five. There appears

to be a biological maturation process involved. The adoption of a linguistic

memory coding system coincides-with (many aver it causes) an increase in STM
capacity that is necessary to reading as described above. The ability to read,

then, develops maturationally and is more sophisticated than talking.

Regarding what happens between eye fixation and STM, there are many theories

currently esponsd. t,fost involve hypothetical mechanisms and /or memories



subordinate to and feedine 4nto sTn. erewder (14:250 points out that for

.
immediate memory experiment:;, there is superior recall of material presented
auditerily (presumably such material has quicker access to STNS), while infor-
matien preaented in other modalities must he held elsewhere and recoded before

being recalled. A proliferation of pre-STM storage units and shuttle systems
are variously propoaed by Posner, Paaagh and Crowder (14) , including one that

only responds to vewela;, but not to consonants. This appears to be far-

tetchco. 6ough tries to break down all of these processes into milliseconds
and he fits a groat deal of cognitive activity into a single second for even a
passive receptor. Norman (14:280) further suggests the presence of an "attention
mechanism" that selects stimuli at many levels of language and monitors the
perceptual process of decoding. One wonders when the multiplication of memories
and mechanisms will stop. If reaction time and immediate memory experiments
can provide equal supurt for any model, how can we credit any of them?

In ct, inferaation processing approaches and memory models have yet
to domo ate th. r at;lity in this area of language. It would appear that

a third quaatioa begs aakine:

What is the nature of language? What are the basic units
it empl.lyf; and how art they manipulated?

Without research, it is agreed that the basic units are those that .appear

in "deep structure." T'he'se are units of meaning, variously referred to as
"sememvs," "unde;:lying morphemes," "primary semantic units," or simply "concepts."
At this point,-psycholinguisties cannat describe the cognitive processes in-
volved in speaking, hearing, reading or listening, much less compare the processes

used in each.

Still, some attempts are made. Klima (14) tries to show that English
orthography reflects the morphological competence of native speakers. He

asserts that spelling should he no obstacle to reading. It provides information
about semantic relationships between words that-sound different, but which are
mutually derived - e.g. paradi.,0 and paradilimatic. But Wayne O'Neill presents
evidence that children do not use the same set of underlying morphemes and
phonemes that Klima attributes to adults. This is probably largely related to
the vocabulary used by Klima as illustrative, as it is unlikely that a first
grader would have a morpheme (underlying or elsewhere) representing paradigm
and paradigmatic. In fact, it might be asserted that Klima and O'Neill repre-
sent net the differeace between adults and children but between educated

literate;, semi-literates, and illiterates. (How many semi-literates use

words like paradie0 In this case it is literacy i.e., reading - that
influences underlying morphemes; the orthography assigns as many as it reflects.

This is not unreasonable. It has already been established that reading is

maturationally more sophisticated than speaking. If reading is a cognitive

process that manipulates meaning units, then it can be considered active and

assumed to interact with the units. Davey (2:282) found relationships between
reading and cognitive atyle; it is only logical that any cognitive process or
skill would he LII:inicteried by a style.

SeecItic evilence for determining the level of sophistication necessary

fur ia provided by Cooper and Stevens (14). They both point'out that

the syllabic i
the minima! isolable acoustic unit. Savin and Liberman (14)



reason, therefore, that reading fhilures may be ascribe( to children's

inability to separate syllables into phonemes. Savin points out that for

such ehildeen the spoken word cat and cow would have more in common than

eat and 1211; they are simply different syllables. Any system that tries to

teach reading by mapping sounds onto single letters is doomed to failure if

thestwlent cannot st,7ment words into phonemes.

In sum, learning to reed by any method of instruction and with an

alphabetie writing system requires linguistic awareness at the sound level.

The potential reader must be able to recognize segments smaller than the

syllable. As Shuy (24) points out, a reader must have a well-established

phoneme grapheme? relationship and morphophonemic spelling as well as other

skills it; order to become a successful syllable reader. The phonemic level

proCessing required of the novice is not used by the skilled reader.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH: APPLIED PSYCHOLINGU1STCS

For applied research in psycholinguistics and reading, one must repair

to eneeational publications and journals. Studies here are diversified, but

can be grouped into a few general areas.

Phonics

ihe area of phonies - letter and sound correspondences in reading - is

one of the major arees of attention in and out of reading research today.

Part of the interest stems from Challis book, J.Learninit Le Read: Iht ercat.

po4t9 (5), in which she reviewed some of the available literature and con-

cluded that all reading instruction should adhere to phonics principles, and

that phonies instruction superior to all other methods of learning to

read.

Contrary to Chall, Goodman'(10) states that the reader must make use of

the graphonhonemic cues along with syntactic and semantic information. Kolers

(lo) also states that the reading process is more than just the grapho-phonemic

relationships. He says that linguistics can he applied to more than just these

correspondences, because reading is a three stage process which consists of

visusl operations, sensitivity to erammer, and direct perception of meanings

am! relations.

Wardhaugh (55) lists some fallacies associated with phonics instruction

and with basal reader series that purport to use a linguistic approach. He

maintains that all "linguistics" approaches in reading are actually "phenics"

systems, and he cites yeti phonies statements which cannot be supported by any

linguistic research. According to Wardhaugh, many researchers have wasted

time examining the use of wirthiess "phonic generalizations" in the classroom.

in regard to Chall'a endorsement of phonics he concludes: "If a bad phonics

has proved to be more successful in beginning reading instruction than any

other method, hew mech blotter would a good phonics be:" (35:86)



ConTrehension

.,rmoth deiines comprehension,as follows: "Comprehension ability is
thoueht to be a of generalize knowledge - acquisition skills which
permit people Lk) acquire and exhibit information gained as a consequence of
rea,!ing printed lanysuage." (3:50) The author goes on to state the necessity
for creaCng adequate question types that measure comprehension, not achieve-
ment. The two are differentiated by how one interprets the score of a test.
lie then goes on to demonstrate how appropriate questions can be written t/
test comprehension.

Wardhaugh (35) speaks about comprehension in terms of the reader's ability
to relate the deep and surface structures of a sentence. Therefore, a syn-
tactic as well as semantic interpretation must be made by the reader. To this
extent, errors illuminate cognitive processes as well as or better than correct'
responses (35).

Goodman (8) talks aisout the reader's ability to go beyond the matching of
oral names to graphic word shapes - ';word calling" - as a necessary component
of comprehension. He states that "a proficient reader is one so efficient in
sampling and predicting that he uses the least (not the most) available infor-
mation necessary." (8:164) Furthermore, the reader must use grapho-phonemic
information, syntactic information, and semantic information. This means that
the reader ha :; to be aware of all language levels simultaneously and coordinate
them in order to read.

Kulers (15), Goodman (8),-and Holmes (13) have shown that reading is more
than a visual process. The reader must first get meaning from the printed page
before he identifies either words or letters. In other words, the reader
cannot afford to concern himself with specific words and/or letters in order
to comprehend. The reader uses various cues in order to comprehend. The
reader uses various cues in order to reduce uncertainty and, as Goodman has
pointed out, the reader uses three cure systems simultaneously and interdepen-
dently. These are the grapho-phonemic, syntactic and semantic.

In the l96d NSSE Yearbook, Innovation and Change in glass ZxLtsasaort
(3?) George Spathe reviewed various linguistic positions and described the
contributions that psycholinguistics has made to reading instruction in recent
years. fie cites work by Wendell W. Weaver and summarizes it, saying:

Meaning L. supported strongly by the lexical rather than
by the structural words in these portions of the bilateral
context. The implication is to be noted that, in attempting
to teach students to use the context for meaning cues, they
should he taught not to stop at a difficult word, but to
interject a guess or to skip it and read on in the sentence.
(32:',267)

Cultural Differences

Sociolingui..fic, is involved with describing language differences as 'a
function of social differences. Roger Shuy, in "Some Language and Cultural
Differences in a Theory of Reading,'" states that a major task for sociolinguists



in the United States is "...to describe and analyze the language system of
the urban ghetto." (24:39) He states that nonstandard speakers usea regular
p4Oncmtlgrapheme correspondence to standard English, which is perceived as
odd only by those who place value on such things:' Because of the regularity
of correspondence he does not consider it necessary to rewrite books to
correspond to the ...xaphie symbolization of the nonstandard English speaker;
standard Engli;ih symbolization is sufficiently arbitrary to be unrepresentative
tit standard English speech. He does advocate revision of materials in the
interest of grammatical (syntactic) differences between standard and non-
.;tandarJ Eng/ish.

Rudine Sims in leer doctoral dissertation, "A Psycholinguistic Description
Oi MISCUe!i Generated by Selected Young Readers During the Oral Reading of Text
Materiat in Black Dialect and Standard Dialect," concludes that black urban
children do not need materials that are dialect specific. She based this
conclw;ion on the following two factors:

1. "i!iack dialect speakers in today's world are likely to
have enough iNposure to standard English to have gained

LontroI oi it, and to pse it in their reading."

"The readers in this study, speakers of Black Dialect, were
able to wa, a reading style which approximates standard
English." (25:149)

Sims advocated using n language experience approach for beginning readers
because it is the closest apnroximation to the way they learned to use the
spoken modality of language

As evidence that culture can influence the learning of reading, Halle (14)
describefi the history of literacy among the Cherokee Indians. Before the coming
ot the white mln. the Cherokee had a written language and almost 100'7. literacy.
Typically, there wa.: little formal instruction: an individual would simply
decide that he wanted to learn to read, and that it was easy. Near mastery
could he achieved in at few days. Learning to read was usually done later in
I ife. Now that the United States government supervises reading instruction
and requires the formal reading instruction for young children, literacy has
fallen sharply. Reading is now generally regarded as difficult, pointless
and alien. Niller and McNeil concur with Halle on this point and suggest
heat thi';'"nlienation of purpose" might explain the frequency of reading problems
io urban ghetto.; and minority :wbcultures.

Pedzi nostic Methods

Most reading curricula lean heavily on a single text or basal reading
wrfes. Cartertte and Jones (4) present a study examining redundancy, sequen-
tial constraint, And mean word and sentence length in first, third and fifth
lvt.1 render: :111 in ,hildren's ana adults' free reading choices. Higher level

had le redundancy. It was also pointed out that, given the oppor-
t unity to nhoo.., chiitfron ,.rivct reading materials that are less redundant
and have lary,ur word.. And ntences than do basal readers. The results seem to
indi,:lte that khildren basset le- materials with long mean word lengths and
mean wntence ieuu low; ;IS the author uses a limited (though not necessarily

1"



high frequenev) lexicon. The. authur:4 regard their findings on "sound pattern
redendaney" as very important. Their procedure was to transcribe normal adult
and child speech and Le teed these tiauscripts and some selections from basal
reader into :t :o:licinter; 'clic computer noted that the halal readers had a more
limited variety of letters than Aid any Ji the transcripts. If one is willing
to consifder pro,:edure valid, i.t offers turther evidencie that children
are sophiticated speaker:; of their native language at six. The authors'
coclusion - that early riading is made difficult because the basal readers
w:e different laLguage patterns - i4 still overdrawn. It contradicts psco-
acou;tic research on the reJundancy of sound cues (18) and it assumes that
reading skill is ilaied on spoken languago. As the phoneme, by deThition,
ha'; no meaning, and its cognitive reality is foundd en its use as as speech
tool, it would seem unrelated to reading.

Hans Olsen present, Lice tollowlug criticisms of existing reading iaterials:

1. "There is a need to better integrate lieguistic knowledge
with other knowledge related to readingi"

"Thera: is a need to better utilize existing linguistic
knowledge in reading programs ;"

3. "Fhere is a noeA to test linguistic approaches and materials
to ,ete mine the extent to which they are mare or less
appropriate Ulan other approaches and materials;" and

4. "i:lassroom piaetitioneis need more help in understanding
tinuistics and the application of linguistic principles
in the teaching of reading." (22:286-287).

According to Goodman (9), a psycholinguistic approach to reading should
be taken carefully and cautiously so that materials and instruction do not
subvert its 'integrity. The psycholinguistic theory of meaning which dis-
tinguishes between deep and surface structure gives the practitioner and the
re :4e a basic idea ci how the reader processes language, by virtue of
this structural I,.nowledge of the language. But the student is also a language
learner to the extent that he is learning to use language (or find it) in a
new modality.

Sims (25) advocated a language experience approach to make full use of
the language knowledge the Itudent already possesses. Torrey (34) takes a
developmental view of reading maintaining that reading is learned, not taught,
and that while strong verbal ability or cultural privilege may be Instrumental
in ..timulating reading, neither i necessary. The student comes already equip-
ped with syntactic and semantic knowledge of his language and he does best when
he can translate print into the,4e himsel f.

In homely term,, "el:perience is the best teacher." The language experience
approach likens reading to playing tennis, the former being a cognitive skill
And the latter a physical one. In playing tennis, the novice must'get the feel
of running and using his racket, but it is a matter of grouping known and
natural movements. So in reading, the cognitive processes are not unnatural,
but they must 'lc exerci,..2d apd practiced to come easily.

4?



.9.

Presumably, eta,. teaeher,is still twcessary or at least useful in this
process. Shur offers a .:et of rules for syllable identi:ication that teachers
can present to -;tudvnts as they se..k to decode new words. Goodman offers
the miscue tax :,0my to;help teachers systematically evaluate students' read-
ing difficulties at all language levels.

SUMMARY

The Literature reviewed here suggests that reading is a cognitive process
that translates visual stimuli into underlying language units. Comprehension
depends on this translation which ut-ilizes grapho-phonemic, syntactic and
semantic levels of language. A skillful reader comprehends with fewer graphic
cues. In other words, ca> a skilled speaker of a language can understand more
from a distorted tape than a non-native speaker, so a skilled reader can
successfully deco:ic a mutilated or partial written message.

Peple do not procc:;s words letter by letter or even word by word any more
than they hear phoneme by phoneme. Perception is active and takes the passage
context into account. 'Since reading is more cognitively sophisticated than

it is learned later. With progressively better,command of the language
(speech) one becomes a better reader.' There is a lower maturational limit for
the ability to handle the smboliz.ation involved in reading, but nearly all
humans are able to achieve it (but only if they are taught).

While reading growth is enhanced by speech sophistication, ..learning to
read does not depend on heiiig able to speak. Therefore, dialectical differences .

related only to the sounds of language (as opposed to syntax or semantics)
have little laring on whether or not a student can read. The most important
variable; is.cOnitive readiness and the willingness or desire to read.

I
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